"EDM Acapellas With Lokka" is a brand new series from Function Loops featuring Class-A
material to help you create EDM chart-breakers. This is also a first of a kind sample pack with a
very special format. As a multiply requests received by Function Loops customers, this pack is all
about Full-Lenght Acapellas.
Featuring 5 complete Construction Kits, with the whole story packed inside from what you hear
in the demos, everything is BPM & Key-Labelled for ease of use and the MIDI files included for
maximum flexibility and comfort.
Each kit contains the Vocal Acapella served as one Full-Lenght file (Dry & Wet Versions, 24-Bit
WAV) , so you can arrange your track as you like and chop the vocals to fit you production. All
the instrumental Stems are included so you can quickly drop them into your favorite DAW and
get the exact arrangement as you can hear in the demos. The Stems are not mastered, with no
limiters or any other stuff, that can make problems when you will send your final work for
mastering! They are low volume and ready to be modified to go smooth through the mix.
After importing the Stems and Acapellas - the workflow becomes a picnic! You can change,
swap, remix and remake the track for your own flavor quickly and easily, this is the format
preferable by most of the artists and producers today. The whole pack is recorded at 128BPM so
you can mix between the kits to get unique combinations of your own. But that's not ALL!
The instrumental Stems are also broken into 24bit WAV Loops (Dry & Wet versions). This gives
you the tools to build your tracks from scratch, or you can use the Stems and then add the Loops
on them, basically the possibilities are endless. As a bonus there are also a bunch of Raw Vocal
Loops included for the extra touch.
In detail the pack contains: 9 MIDI files, 49 Stems, 48 Loops, 106 files in total , 1.2GB of content.
A little manual is included with the pack, with a bit more info and explanations for easy
workflow, as well as support email included to answer all your questions.

Details:
• WAV & MIDI Format
• 1.2GB of Content per Format
• 106 Individual Loops & Samples
• Royalty-Free
• Acapellas & Instruments
• Stems & Loops

